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Just before the Battle of the Great Monster Association, Class S heroes hold a strategy meeting. Unfortunately, they are just out of sync, and when the Amai Mask barges, the situation only gets worse. Fortunately, the king appears just in time to boost his morale, which is good, too, because the big battle
of monsters begins! One-Punch Man webcomic is a permanent web com created by ONE, which follows the adventures of middle hero Saitama. It was first published in 2009. This is the original series of One-Punch Man and is the main source of the plot for the manga remake. There are currently 132
chapters. Plot Summary (edited source editing) Introduction Saga edit source Saitama Introduction Doug edit source After the introduction, where Saitama wins The Man Vaccine and Marugori, saitama's past is shown showing how he trained so hard to achieve his seemingly unlimited strength. During
the memories, he fights with mysterious creatures and defeats them all with one punch. However, he has lost all his hair, which he claims is due to too much preparation. House of Evolution Arc edited source The first section of the story follows Saitama meeting Genos and their fight against house
evolution, where they fight the mutated monsters created by Dr. Genome, and Saitaima wins carelessly. Paradise group Arc edit source After taking up arms against Raytsy led by Hammerhead, Saitama meets Speed-O'-Sound Sonic, who at the time was working as a bodyguard for zenira. Sonic
announces Saitama as his opponent after the defeat. Then a mysterious robot pursues Hammerhead and thinks he's killing him. The Association of Heroes Saga edit the source of the National Registry of Superheroes Arc edit source In the end, the lack of fame, despite his efforts began to be a problem
for Saitama and Genos suggests that he register as a hero in the Association of Heroes. Saitama asks Genos to register with him in exchange for accepting him as his student, which Genos agrees with. Saitama and Genos join the Association of Heroes, and Saitama is ranked low because of his terrible
score on the written exam. Saitama and Genos begin their lives as registered heroes, and Saitama struggles to maintain his position as a hero because he does not report any work of the Association. After meeting with Speed-o'-Sound Sonic, he disables it and reports it to the Association, which locks
Sonic in prison. Giant Meteor Arch edit the source After defeating Kombu Infinity, Saitama takes a break at home, while Genos is called to meet among the heroes of the S-Class. The best heroes are called to arms to protect themselves from the impending meteor impact. After all, he, Bang, and the
Metal Knight are useless against the huge meteor, in bringing Saitama a step forward to destroy it. Because he was in close proximity to the heroes of the S-Class, he gets only a portion of the credit, and other characters begin to dislike him, thinking that he uses the work of others to rise in rank. Sea Sea
The arch edit source Seafolk emerge, led by the Deepwater King, and wreaks havoc on J-City. Sea King managed to take down Stinger and Lightning Max. Speed-O'Sound Sonic, with the help of an S-Class hero, Puri-Puri prisoner, escape from prison and head to fight the sea king. Everyone who goes
against him is defeated, but Sonic managed to escape. Genos and Saitama go despite the long distance from J-City. Mumen Rider also go on its own, despite the fact that he has no chance. Arriving in J-City, Genos meets the naked Sonic and asks him who he is. Sonic just warned him about the Sea
King and leaves. Eventually, Genos found the Sea King, who had just removed the four heroes and was trying to stop him from destroying the hideout with civilians inside. He goes to battle and managed to exchange blows with the Sea King, until he was defeated, when he used himself to protect the girl
from the corrosive saliva of the Sea King. Mumen Rider falls in a vain but valiant attempt to stop the Sea King, but is caught by Saitama, who continues to kill the Sea King with one blow. Civilians, initially shocked and delighted with the power of Saitama, turned again against him when he claims that he
again took credit from the real heroes to preserve the image of the characters. Alien Conquerors of the Arc edit the source With the consent of Genos and The Explosion, Saitama joins the heroes of the S-Class at the meeting when the Dark Matter thieves attacked and destroyed A-City. Saitama enters a
massive ship, while S-Class heroes take part in the battle against Melzargard, one of the three strongest suspensions of Boros. Saitama begins to tear the ship apart from the inside, demolishing Groribas and Geryuganshupa before reaching Boros and starting a battle with him. After a long battle, Saitama
becomes exhausted with the battle and goads Boros in unleashing his strongest attack, which Saitama blows away with his serious blow, a force that fatally injures Boros, who claims that Saitama is too strong before dying. King Arc edited the source Saitama befriended the king shortly after the first
realizes that the latter is not as strong as he did to be, but does not mind. During this time, many villains and criminals are called to the headquarters of the Association of Heroes to be asked to unite to protect the Earth from future threats. Among them is Garu, the former main apprentice of Bang, who
claims that he will become the ultimate threat, and continues to kill all the villains and heroes present, starting the hunt for the hero. Human Monster Saga edit source Blizzard Group Arc edit source At some point, Fubuki, eyelashes and mountain monkeys decided to invite Saitama to join the Blizzard
Group. However, his refusal encouraged them to take him down, but the eyelashes and mountain monkeys were easily knocked out. Blizzard attacks Saitama with his mental abilities, but doesn't seem to be hurting him, and patronizes her about being a hero. At the same time, Sonic wants to challenge
Saitama Saitama but collides with Genos. They start their own battle and Genosa's attack accidentally caught Blizzard with a punch. Genos apologizes for the mess he made, and acknowledges Blizzard #1 in the B-class. He misinterprets her current situation as a failed attempt to topple Saitama and
claims to be a disciple of the latter. Sonic continues his attack with the explosion of syuriken on Genos, but was not injured. Seeing his lack of speed, he decided to increase it and attack Sonic, this time cutting off his hair. Blizzard rates Sonic's abilities as alongside the S-Class hero. To sort things out and
prevent more damage to his seat, Saitama finally steps in and smacks down Genos to face Sonic. Saitama easily finishes the fight, and Sonic is to defeat him again. On the other hand Blizzard was utterly speechless for everything that happened, and even more shocked to find that Saitama was friends
with the king. Saitama apologizes for accidentally rewriting The Saved Data of King's Game. She explained that she wanted to gain a foothold in the B-class because it was her first time on top. She added that she has no chance of becoming 1st in the class because of Sweet Mask and expresses her
inferiority complex towards her older sister, Tatsumaki. Hero Hunt Arch edited the source After a long hunt, defeating Mumen Rider, Tanktop Master, and Tank Topper Army, and the death of Gatling along the way, Garu finally faces the Genos. The two fights fairly evenly until Bang and his older brother,
The Bomb, appear who beat him mercilessly before they are attacked and by an incapacitated group of monsters from the Monster Association who take Gara with them. When Garu wakes up, the Monster Association tells him that they will recruit him if he proves himself by killing a man. He goes to get
food and going on Busaiku being bullied, so he saves him from bullies. The mistake of God, the Royal Ripper, and the eldest centipede attack him for helping the man and defeat him, but not kill him, only knocking him unconscious and taking Busaiku as a hostage. The Arc Monster Association 'Edit
Source' Association of Heroes becomes aware of the Monster Association headquarters in the city, and begins penetration consisting of S-class heroes. Genos, King and Fubuki were not invited to participate in the raid, but they are still leaving. In the meantime, Garu makes his way to the headquarters of
the Monster Association to take revenge as well. The battle between heroes and monsters begins. However, the Monster Association is well prepared and their Dragon-level footage is capable of beating most S-class heroes. Elsewhere, Saitama, who was alarmed by the noises, goes by himself to see
what's going on, and meets Flashy Flash, which first bugs him for the enemy. Garu also meets the Puri-Puri Prisoner and then The Darkshin Superslaw at the base, defeating both as he progresses into an increasingly monster. Eventually, Tatsumaki finds Psykos, and rips rips base out of the ground to
expose her. She begins to fight against all the frames of the Monster Association at the same time, but she is attacked from behind Pishosa, weakening her. Fubuki surfaces from under the rubble in a fight and defeat Psykos on his own, which, as it turned out, is an old acquaintance of hers. After that,
Garu appears, okev extremely powerful from his many battles, and himself has turned into a border monster. Fubuki was not injured, but remains in complete fear of the might of Garu. Garu disables several S-Class heroes and Dragon-level footage before teasing heroes who are unable to fight,
threatening that he will kill Busaik, whom he once saved. At this point, Saitama complains to him that he is a destructive neighbor. He states that he is going to beat some sense of Gara, who attacks with the idea that Saitama can not withstand the attack. As a result, Garu is hit by a blow that sends him to
skip through the ground. Garu uses his martial arts skills to briefly seem to be overtaking Saitama, but Saitama gets bored and tells Garu to really fight everything, demonstrating how serious he can be, flipping through the entire Monster Association headquarters once again. In the garbage, Garu is
disoriented and badly beaten by Saitama. Landing on the ground, he becomes upset and more desperate, trying to damage Saitama in any way possible. After failing and taking another powerful blow, he turns into a complete monster and attacks Saitama, only to be defeated in one blow, resulting in
another evolution that is quickly sent as well. After a long spiel about his philosophy, Garu demands that Saitama explain why he is a hero. Saitama's simple answer annoys him, and Saitama destroys the remaining monster mutation left on Gara in despair. He claims that Garu had the perfect image of
the hero in his mind all the time, and suggests that he wanted to be a hero all the time, but decided to become a monster as an easy way out. S-class heroes get together and try to kill Gara, but Saitama stops them. The explosion hits and punishes Gara, but other heroes may say that he does not intend
to kill him. After Busaik intervenes, Garu is filled with a desire to live on and sing from the stage. Neo Heroes Saga (edited by source) Psychic Sisters Arc edit source Three-class heroes, Forte, Butterfly DX, and Chain'N'Toad go on to give their new neighbor a visit to introduce themselves, but eventually
intimidate after the king encounters them. The King wonders where Saitama went. Two days after the battle with the Monster Association, Saitama was promoted to A-grade rank 39, but his house was destroyed by his previous battle, and he must move into a newly created apartment complex built by
Metal Knight. The Pig of God and the air return to the wreckage of the battle to finish off the evil natural water, and Saitama also returns to their old things. Black sperm and and Rover, the only survivor of the previous battle, find Saitama and bother him in taking them with him. However, as soon as
Saitama enters with them and they are detected as monsters, the defense system automatically activates and starts attacking. Thinking he was the target, Saitama easily destroys defense robots, all of which are in up to level 10. When asked by security about the robots, Saitama explains that they just
exploded and his story is covered in king. At the same time, Sweet Mask, now with black hair, completely turned into another person and developed an obsession against Saitama. He shoots a newly formed group of idols known as the Soda Pop Boys that provoked and challenged him, questioning his
abilities as a hero and idol. It seems that he gained new power after the war against the Monster Association. Back in the newly built complex, Metal Knight takes the footage and discovers that Saitama has destroyed his defense system. While he believes that von Saitama as usual, he concludes that his
strength is on one level or even more than the S-Class hero. He decides to keep an eye on him for now. Introducing himself to his new A-Class neighbors, Saitama fights forth after inadvertently offended him. They decide to fight, and whoever loses will have to take care of the Black Sperm and the



Overgrown Rover. Before they could start, Forte was hit by Fubuki's car, which then required Saitama to go with her. Saitama gives Black Sperm and an overgrown Rover butterfly DX, as Forte has technically lost the fight since he was knocked out. Fubuki's actual goal is to interrogate Psikos, the
imprisoned leader of the Monster Association, about her ability to Third Eye and what she saw through him. However, Tatsumaki has already started to make his way to finish Psykos by easily sucking up the Blizzard Group. Fubuki and Saitama take Psikos with them, but Tatsumaki will eventually catch
up. Saitama interrupts the sisters' conflict and challenges Tatsumaki. These two parts are the headquarters of the Association of Heroes, with the two constantly trading thorns at each other. Tatsumaka's telekinesis pushes Saitama to another city, far from the headquarters of the Association of Heroes.
As they clash, their struggle gets carried away, leading them to dispose of a villainous gang in N-City, a Dragon-level monster in H-City that a metal bat was sent to kill, and a Speed-O'-Sound Sonic that pursued their intention to fight Saitama. Eventually, Tatsumaki got tired of reopening her old wounds,
forcing her to end the battle by dropping Saitama into a crevice in the ground before sealing it again. Back at the headquarters of the Association of Heroes, Fubuki disbanded the Blizzard group, claiming they were too weak before flying away to confront his sister. Fubuki then meets Tatsumaki in an open
field outside A City. Tatsumaki discovers Fubuki's determination to defeat her, but repeats she's still very weak. Weak. Fubuki initiates the attack, however, members of the Blizzard group rush to the place to help Fubuki fight, with the intention of repaying the kindness that Fubuki has given them.
Tatsumaki then cuts them off and threatens Fubuki that she will not be restrained now that she has given her final farewell. Fubuki hesitates, but Tatsumaki attacks. However, she reopens her wounds again and falls to her knees. Saitama originates between Tatsumaki and Fubuki. Fubuki tries to tell
everyone to stop, as Tatsumaki's wounds are still fresh and she may die because of it. Saitama adds that this could be their chance to defeat Tatsumaki as long as she is weak. However, Blizzard Group refuses, realizing that defeating Tatsumaki will not make them stronger. Then Tatsumaki leaves.
Fubuki remembers his original goal of securing Psikos, but Saitama disappears before Fubuki can say anything. When Tatsumaki lands in A-City, the site appears behind her. Tatsumaki is angry at Saitama, calling him bald without friends. Saitama then asks her why she became a hero if she was trying
to cut ties with people. Flashback is shown 18 years before the series and 15 years before the creation of the Association of Heroes. A young 10-year-old Tatsumaki is seen in a prison cell placed there for not showing her mental abilities. She witnesses a man defeating a giant multi-eyed monster. His
name is Blast. His appearance bears a strong resemblance to Saitama. In fact, Blast tells Tatsumaki that he is a hero for fun. The explosion ends with Tatsumaki saying she has to be strong because not everyone can save her. This has prompted Tatsumaki to become a hero, and is also the reason why
she wants to be alone and cuts relationships with people. Neo Heroes Introduction Doug edited the source Of a man named Accel, from the Vigilante Association, known as neo hunters, is offered a place in the Heroes Association as an S-class hero, due to the loss of the Power Hero Association
following the Monster Association raid. Axel rejects the suggestion, saying that the Association of Heroes is corrupt. He then warns the employee who tried to recruit him that he will not have a job there much longer. Sumo named Ryden is also offered a job at the Heroes Association as an S-Class hero,
but he also denies the offer, as he has already signed a contract with the new hero organization. Rumor has it that the sponsors of the Association of Heroes also plan to transfer their funds to this new organization of the hero. Dr. Kuseno asks Genos what he plans to do, as he also does not trust the
Association of Heroes. Heroes arrive at the site of the devastation from the prison Psikos. Fubuki leaves with Pikos in tow and tells the heroes that he knows nothing about the wreckage of the battle of Saitama and Tatsumaki. Saitama returns home to find his neighbors inside. Forte is friendly to Saitama,
to his chagrin. Forte that he's seen Saitama's battle with and realized that he was overwhelmingly stronger than he was. Bofoy was reprimanded for his technology glitches, and employees of the Association of Heroes complained about Tatsumaki for her reckless fights and Metal Knight for listening to
anyone but himself. Tanktop Master holds his regular Tank Top meeting to find some members have left or have been hospitalized. Tanktop Master takes responsibility for the failure to remove Gara and vows to retrain again. Flashy Flash lies on a branch of a tree, thinking about Saitama's fighting
prowess and the fact that while he shows promise, he needs a great teacher. Supersmoon Darkshine trains, but is still overcome with his fear of his next battle. The Children's Emperor loses confidence in the Association of Heroes and other heroes and promises to surpass them. The zombie meets with
Dr. Genus regarding the absurd power of Saitama and asks him to remove his restraint. Dr. Genus replies that he wants to show him something interesting in his basement. Kamikaze and Bang play seges when Bang announces his intention to leave the Association of Heroes, as he is old and feels
responsible for Garu's rage. Kamikaze is disappointed and begins to look for a new hero, having mastered the heart, technique and body. The Forest Tribe invades Y-City, with Dynamite Man, Ekolo G, Reclusamurai and Magic Trick Man arriving to confront them. Genos then challenges Saitama in battle.
Genos feels that he is in a state of stagnation in the Association of Heroes, and is considering moving to a new organization of heroes called Neo Heroes. He asked if Saitama would join him in the new organization, but Saitama frivolously refused. Thus, Genos also refuses to join Neo Heroes. Saitama
and Genos return to find Forte, finishing the construction of a doghouse and feeding overgrown Rover and Black Sperm. Genos tells Forte that he takes his room and his property will be there by the end of the day. Kamikaze and three of his disciples look for the king at his house, but find him. They head
to the sushi shop for food where they find the king. The king challenges Kamikaze in a battle from which the king bluffs. Kamikaze refrains from the battle, but tells the king to cut the apple, claiming has a special skill where he can tell the character of a person by seeing as they use a sword. The king
obeyed, but because of his nervousness can not even pull the sword out of his shell. He goes, to the confusion of the students. Kamikaze, however, is shocked that the King showed slash so quickly that he could not detect it and so abruptly to cut between the cells of the apple leaving the halves to
reunite. Frozen at such a show, Kamikaze vows to double his education and asks his students if they will follow him. The king decides to buy a stomach medicine before heading home. Later, it turned out that The Emperor, Metal Bat and Superspary Darkshin joined Neo Heroes, Heroes, Darkshin has
retired from active duty and is instead taking on the role of combat coach. The king, tired of being considered so strong, tries to solve his secret Bangu to get him to accustom him to be strong. However, the roar of the Royal Engine does not allow Bang to hear the King's confession. Bang sends King to
his brother Bomba, where the King's reputation leads the Bomb to believe that King does not need any training, and sends him to another dojo. This process continues to be repeated until the king enters the mountain temple, where the person meditated to death. The king walks through the temple and
stumbles upon Gara, meditating under a waterfall. Ninjas Arc edit the source of Flashy Flash, determined to make Saitama his apprentice and reach his full potential, visits the Saitama apartment where Saitama plays video games with the king. After a short fight with Genos and numerous rebuffs from
Saitama, Flash's perseverance is finally rewarded when he convinces Saitama to sell the training fight. If Flash defeats him, Saitama will be his apprentice, but if Saitama can land at least one shot in thirty minutes, Flash will have to leave him alone. As their match continues, Flash is appalled by Saitama's
ability to keep up so casually. Saitama easily breaks Flash's sword and is about to land a punch on the cornered ninja, but Genos interrupts before there can be a withdrawal. He tells them that several Mysterious Demon-level Creatures have appeared nearby. Elsewhere, Heavy Kong, Bones, and Peach
Terry are trying to defeat internet surfers. Speed-O'Sound Sonic also looks nearby. Saitama, Genos and Flashy Flash then arrive at the scene. Sonic is surprised to see Saitama hanging out with Flash, and there is a confrontation between the heroes, monsters and Sonic. In the blink of an eye of speed,
Internet Surfers won and Saitama buries Sonic in concrete. Saitama later asks Flashy Flash about his relationship with Sonic, so Flash tells him their backstory. He explains the existence of the ninja village and the inhuman things that he, Sonic, and the rest of their classmates had to endure in brutal
training there. As soon as Flash became strong enough, he decided to destroy the hellish place, kill all the employees and his classmates in the carnage. He poisoned Sonic so as not to kill him directly, but Sonic somehow survived. Sonic was resting in his hideout and easing his injury when he suddenly
approached Gail Wind and Hellfire Flame, along with a pack of other Ninja Village alumni calling themselves the Heavenly Ninja Party. They explain that the leader of Ninja Village finally woke up after being put into a coma fifteen years ago by Blast, and it is time to take revenge on both Domain and
Flashy Flash. They make Sonic help them find Flash first. The next day, Sonic challenges Flashy Flash in a duel, and they meet in the woods. Flash reluctantly fights his ex-boyfriend, but Sonic is ready Saitama talks to Genos about challenging Sonic and taking one of his swords in the process, so he can
give it to Flash to make up for the one he broke during their match before. Back in the woods, the battle of Flash and Sonic is interrupted by a heavenly ninja party, suddenly arriving immediately. They move to perform Flashy Flash, but Sonic stops them, expressing that he wants to kill Flash himself. The
Party of Heavenly Ninja does not tolerate the rebellion of Sonic, and a fight breaks out. Flash joins the sonic, and together they defeat all the other ninjas. After they kill the Heavenly Ninja Party, Gail Wind shows that the Leader of the Ninja Village is nearby and that his power is so great that he could
handle every ninja out there as if they were babies. He has been known to take pieces of other people's bodies and add them to his own, which he has used to live the last three hundred years and off over a hundred thousand people in his liftetime. As Flashy Flash and Sonic move to find him, they
believe that Saitama beat them to the beat by defeating the leader of Ninja Village and depriving him of his equipment. Sonic reveals to Flash that the reason he hates heroes is because Blast invaded the ninja village on the day he ended, and although he fled the scene, he believes Blast killed many of
his classmates. He then breaks up with Flash, claiming to kill Saitama and then return to Flash. Elsewhere, Sweet Mask meets with several leaders of the Heroes Association. He introduces them to his latest idea: the project Supreme Hero with Saitama in the title role. Supreme Hero Dougie edit the
source While in the woods, Saitama is attacked by a man named Rangor, but easily defeats him. A group of men in medieval armor called the Saints approach Saitama. The Saints thank him for his victory over Ranger, explaining that he was one of nine Dragons Alliance warriors and called Saitama a
savior. They then tell him the legend of a cruel dragon, a powerful dragon that once squandered civilization more than eighty hundred years ago, and how a group known as the Evil Deathbone is trying to awaken him. Saitama believes it would be quicker to wake up the cruel dragon now and just get rid of
it, so it helps Deathbone awaken the beast. A cruel Dragon appears, ready to destroy the world, and Saitama defeats him with one blow, as usual. On the way home Saitama encounters Genos, who has just bought groceries and defeated a Demon-level monster. They start to head home together, but
suddenly collide with the Sweet Mask. He asks Saitama to meet him tomorrow for tea, and although Genos refuses, Saitama still leaves. Saitama and Sweet Mask meet at the cafe the next day. Sweet Mask orders Saitama ginger ale without asking what he wants first, irritating him. Then he begins to
summarize the history of the world with Saitama, which annoys him yet Finally, he suggests that he wants to help Saitama become the perfect hero hero a symbol of justice for the world. Saitama refuses the offer and leaves. Later, Sweet Mask invited Saitama to a lavish dinner. He explains that the
Association of Heroes has given him funding to train Saitama to be a true hero, and is starting to give him lessons on the board. However, Saitama quickly falls asleep after twenty minutes. After fighting through the first lesson, The Sweet Mask reveals that the next day they will meet to give fashion hero
Saitama a makeover. The next day, Saitama meets with Sweet Musk and his makeup team. Saitama does not show much interest in changing his image, explaining that he is just a hero for fun. The sweet mask is stunned and encourages makeup to take a walk in the street. As two walks, Sweet Musk
explains his displeasure with S-class heroes, and that he wants to make one perfect hero instead. Saitama asks why he doesn't just become the perfect hero himself, to which he replies that he is unable to do so. He changes the subject, claiming that Saitama's expression never changes, and decides to
take him to a nearby carnival to have some fun. At the Carnival, Sweet Mask and Saitama ride on a Ferris wheel. Sweet Musk begins to tell Saitama his backstory, explaining that he has always been shy about his appearance. When he first joined the Association of Heroes, he always wore a mask from
where his current hero name comes from. Once his mask was destroyed, and Sweet Mask learned that his face eventually transformed and became beautiful. After that he was drawn into pop culture and became an idol. He then shares his fear that he is becoming a monster and that killing other
monsters is the only way he can remain human. He wants Saitama to continue his legacy by becoming the perfect hero. However, Saitama refuses, not wanting to live a complex and micro-managed lifestyle of the Sweet Mask. Sweet Musk tries to convince him, but he doesn't listen. Realizing it was too
late and he promised to spar with Genos, Saitama pries the door of the Ferris wheel car open and pops out. Sweet Musk decides that he can't give it up yet, and that he'll try again later. Suddenly, he notices the excitement going on below. The monster, The Sands Clown, started attacking people at the
carnival. Sweet Mask protects civilians and tells them to evacuate while he deals with the monster. However, civilians are in love with Sweet Mask and stay to take pictures and video it. Pesky Clown starts to grow as more and more people come, feeding their attention to become stronger, and Sweet
Mask realizes the Sands clown is becoming incredibly dangerous. The sweet mask is a monster and thrown into the Ferris wheel, destroying it. Lying in ruins, Sweet Mask realizes that he can no longer hold back from this monster, otherwise people will die, and is forced to let his true surface shape.
Saitama encounters Genos, who was going to help the Sweet Mask. Together they news broadcast of the Sweet Mask fight with Sands Sands His gruesome true appearance has been revealed, and the public is not taking it well. While Sweet Mask does succeed in killing The Clown's Sands, the crowd is
horrified by its ugliness. He tries to talk to them, but discovers that he can't reverse his transformation anymore. The hero of Blue Fire arrives, and is hesitant to attack the ugly Sweet Mask. Saitama arrives next knowing who he is and impressed by his strength. Saitama stings the Sweet Mask to grab it
and then jumps with it to escape from the public. The news spreads quickly about turning the Sweet Mask into a monster. The publicity of the Association of Heroes hurts more than ever, not to mention the fact that they have just lost one of their top advisers and the highest paid heroes. A team of scouts
goes to find the Sweet Mask and return it to the Association of Heroes for trial. Scouts of the Association of Heroes are also looking for Suicho, the legendary martial arts master who could replace Bang. In his house they discover that he passed away a year ago, but meet his granddaughter Suiko, who is
also a martial artist. She decides to join the Association of Heroes herself. At the Hero Association Forte, Butterfly DX and Chain'n'Toad show each other that they have all been hung up by Neo Heroes and are considering joining. Black sperm reflects on the situation, realizing that perhaps the Monster
Association has done something. Saitama comes home, and the others ask him if he was still a scout; as if on a signal, a group of heroes appears behind him. They are the Hero Name of the Victims Association, a group of heroes assigned to the middle or unfair names of the heroes. They think that
Caped Baldy should join them as a frame. Saitama was shocked by the invitation, but his roommates were not impressed. Suiko arrives at the Association of Heroes base and passes the placement test, scoring an A-class rating. The staff compare her to her brother, Suiryu, who was found to have been
recruited by Neo Heroes and holds a prestigious position as a neo leader. After sparring, Genos struggled to ask Saitama about the Sweet Mask, noting that Saitama had recently been alarmed. In fact, he's still thinking about the Heroes Name Victims Association. Suiryu is represented by other neo-
leaders, including both former S-Class heroes and several new faces. Mars Leo demonstrates his fighting skills, and Suiryu is an easy toy with him. Loneliness, a cyborg, scans others in the room, discovering that Webigaza's body is 71% artificial, and that several other Neo Hero employees are also
mostly artificial. The final and highest rated Neo Leader is a mysterious young man named Blue, who is represented by McCoy. Blue has short memories previously when he followed Saitama and The Sweet Mask. Genos stood in his way and stopped the pursuit. After a brief altercation, Genos left,
leaving Blue to contemplate the corruption of the Association of Heroes. Heroes. Blue is now explaining to other neo-leaders that he created Neo Heroes to show the world what it means to be a hero. He then reveals to the others that Blue is the son of the legendary Blast hero. Neo Heroes Showcase Arc
(edited editing source) Shortly thereafter, several monsters suddenly appear in various locations around the world, and Neo Heroes are sent to teams to fight threats. The Heroes Association sends its heroes as well. The Great Philosopher tries to fight with sewage crocodiles, but is incapacitated. More
Heroes association heroes arrive at the scene, but The Pop Boys, now equipped with Neo Heroes and led by Webigaza, have already sent a threat. The Neo Soda Pop boys discuss the power of Webigaza, claiming that because of her jealousy of The Sweet Mask, she has undergone various surgeries
such as cybernetic enhancement, injection of mysterious drugs, and even risky brain surgery to unlock psychic abilities. Elsewhere, Ryden easily sends a group of humanoid monsters to praise the team he leads. He doubts the authority of the lawsuit, being skeptical that he can match his body. The hero
that Raiden saves briefly considers following them because of their strength and efficiency. On TV, a reporter named Ogetsusa claims that several C-class heroes have been defeated by monsters, and then an advertisement for Neo Heroes magazine pops up. On the highway, the Demon-level explosive
speed snail causes havoc as barrels through several vehicles. Next to the highway stands Axel, who attracts the monster with his new skates, combat suit and axe. He lures a massive snail to a closed section of the highway, where hunters neo arrange an ambush with poisoned spears and send it. They
all agree with Accel, saying that combat suits are effective and exceed expectations. Tiger-level Triple Tongues are on the verge of winning the Crescent Eyebroll, but he saved Ryumon and his gang. Eyebroll offers to help, but Ryumon rudely shrugs it off and mocks him for his futility. Ryumon's gang
attacks Triple Languages, saying that monster attacks don't even hurt. The children's emperor's team is making a steady ground against threats. He asks his team to take a break, but they refuse, saying they are not tired. The children's emperor admires the effectiveness of combat suits, but worries
because he once saw a similar design in the laboratory Metal Knight. He suspects Bofoi can play both sides and expects the day when they cross paths again. 'A' quickly and easily defeats the monster, but he is approached by Feather and Double Hole, who recognize him as a wanted criminal. He
explains that he is now Neo's hero and threatens them to prevent any attempt to interfere. Suieryu and his team defeated the Demon-level monster, but he noticed that they almost got injured. Now that we're he decides to take a walk, flirting with a girl next door. The zaebat takes over Monster Meat
Dumplings, bragging about its expensive Power Suit capabilities. Despite this, he can't beat him and beat himself. Infelsinave is also seriously injured by another monster, and one of his followers worries that his divine power is not working. Another follower notes that even combat suits can only get you
so far, and that their leader probably shouldn't take on the threat of a Demon level or higher. The metal bat defeats the monster, much to the delight of his team. He notes that his suit is great, but states that updating his bat is not needed. He sees Eriemin and Destro take away the beaten zaedanov and
Infelsinave. Monster-level demon Shell King destroys most of the Blue team. Blue feels guilty for allowing his team members to go into battle, but that guilt quickly turns to anger. They fight, and Blue strikes a few punches before deciding to use his special move, fist gun. Shell King is instantly defeated, as
did its Shellfolk people shortly thereafter. The Blues are calling for medical attention for his team from McCoy before heading to L City alone to deal with another threat. Back at the headquarters of the Association of Heroes, leaders discuss the benefits of Neo Heroes over them, such as more hero
support and better leadership from the characters themselves. Outside the window, the Hero Victims Association, now led by Saitama, stages the protest, much to the annoyance of Sitch. Suddenly, the ad sounds that five Dragon-level mysterious creatures have appeared in nearby, to the general panic.
Suiko wonders what is the threat of the Dragon level, and Black Sperm is amused by attacks. Sitch gives the order to contact the Heroes of Neo and offer an alliance. In N-City, Tanktop Master takes on a heavy smoker with its new Attack Specialized Tight Tanktop. He states that because of the nature of
his new tank top, he must win within three minutes before he gasps. Meanwhile, Tatsumaki is battling aggregation in P-City, and expresses his disgust as a mass of bugs disintegrates to attack her. Genos faces an extended family of darkness in T-City, and he activates his new scorching core pitch. In L-
City, Blue Challenge the Eel Dragon. He evades all monster attacks, but declares that he can not lose focus for a second. In Y-City, Suiko confronts the Car God Mirror, wondering if she is the first hero on stage. The Mirror claims that it makes no sense for small fry like she does and demands that she
bring the king. The master quickly finds himself outmatched by heavy smokers and decides to suck in all the poisonous miasms he radiates to save the city. Such plans are anticipated by the arrival of Flashy Flash; who unleashes new moves learned from ninja smugglers to direct the enemy Mysterious
Creature is quite convenient. Flash seems impressed himself as this man's techniques have proved useful this time while Tanktop struck by the strength and finesse of his fellow S-Class hero showed during the fight. Battlefield. alarmed to find that N-City is out of care so that the monsters are left to emit
additional harmful fumes that are now blanketing the entire city. Flash recommends extending the evacuation zone. Tatsumaki finishes what is left of the creatures that form the Aggregation back to P City. But too late realizes that they have already succeeded in their main goal, which was absolute mass
destruction. She surveys the devastation caused around her while pondering there are still enemies who take the idea of numbers enough to quell her in battle. But she also comments to herself about how in the future people won't be able to get far enough away from such catastrophic disruptions the
next time disasters of this magnitude get underway again. Demon Cyborg wins only by hair width in T-City. Getting serious damage to his frame despite winning over the Dragon threat in itself. Overheard the referee's comment of many citizens, he laments that the dangers are becoming too serious for
him to properly keep up. Convicted of getting stronger as he arrives. In L-City, Blue finishes beating the eel dragon, but remains greatly diminished as a result of the tension of such an undertaking. So much so that he locked the restraints on his special suit while fighting the monstrous invertebrates.
When Neo Heroes coordinator McCoy contacts him, Blue asks about the situation in other cities where other disasters occur. Hearing that the last Dragon level threat was solved by a lower character rating in Y-City. The young legacy deprived him of inert power armor to personally eliminate the threat.
Ignoring dubious warnings of wardens about overexertion due to knowing well about the questionable place of a depraved person. Back in Y City; the new heroine of A-Class Suiko was with a rough time against the Mirror and runs after his life. She regrets how her brother is a much more capable martial
artist than she is, despite putting more flexible hours into her training than he ever did. Right in front of the machine God nabs and throws it into the mini market. Seeing as she badly outmatched at the machine in front of her, Suiko decides to bulk up on alcoholic beverages in order to deduce the full
effectiveness of her void fist. Now the drunken up'n'comer puts on a slightly more performance against the robot threat. But the combat vehicle quickly overcame its slurred technique, being able to adapt and modulate its functional parameters to surpass most of any opposition. Suiko is saved at last
second by Chain'N'Toad and Butterfly DX as they offer help to get around the threat of God's machine. But all three soon quickly overwhelmed it higher can. Just as Suiko internally voices his disappointment at his own inability. The hero is the name of the victims of the association, led by Saitama, arrive
at the scene to pick up the slack. They generously generous in the original collision however. Most groups turning their tails run moments after the Machine God Mirror unleashes a heavy flurry of energy pulses strong enough to punch holes in the concrete buildings surrounding them. Like other crew
members the victims name leave the premises. The mechanical part of the war pulls up the data in the eponymous Caped Baldy, showering it with explosive spheres, but it fatally underestimates the opposition, as Saitama instantly sends his enemy in a fit of rage when he sees his hateful name. With
many of the members of the Victims Association very impressed by his display of crude power, they all line up to be given the high fives by their leader before heading to the next city on his orders. Red nose; one of the associations could not believe that he had just witnessed. The question is to itself
whether Saitama is too strong or not. Others conclude that Forte was right about him after all. Having just gone on stage, Blue recognizes the bald hero as a man who was recently taken away by the Sweet Mask. Realizing that he had seen something absurd as well as impossible, Suiko, on the other
hand, pinched her face to see if what she saw was real or not. Персонажи (редактировать источник редактирования) Основная статья: Персонажи (вебкомические) Персонажи, которые еще предстоит ввести в мангу , редактировать источник »Pot Bellee (ビパ, Беруппара) Человек-еда
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